OUR VISION IS THAT ONE DAY:

**EVERY ADDICT** in the world has the **CHANCE** to **experience** our message in his or her own **language** and **culture** and find the **opportunity** for a **NEW WAY OF LIFE**;

**EVERY MEMBER**, **INSPIRED** by the **gift of recovery**, experiences **spiritual GROWTH** and **FULFILLMENT** through **service**;

**NA SERVICE BODIES** **WORLDWIDE** work together in a **spirit of unity** and **cooperation** to support the **GROUPS** in carrying our **MESSAGE OF RECOVERY**;

**NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS** has **UNIVERSAL RECOGNITION** and **respect** as a **VIALBE** program of **recovery**.

---

**A VISION for NA Service**

Honesty, trust, and goodwill are the foundation of our service efforts, all of which rely upon the guidance of a loving Higher Power.